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Large-scale integration of artificial atoms in 
hybrid photonic circuits

Noel H. Wan1,4 ✉, Tsung-Ju Lu1,4 ✉, Kevin C. Chen1, Michael P. Walsh1, Matthew E. Trusheim1, 
Lorenzo De Santis1, Eric A. Bersin1, Isaac B. Harris1, Sara L. Mouradian1,3, Ian R. Christen1, 
Edward S. Bielejec2 & Dirk Englund1 ✉

A central challenge in developing quantum computers and long-range quantum 
networks is the distribution of entanglement across many individually controllable 
qubits1. Colour centres in diamond have emerged as leading solid-state ‘artificial 
atom’ qubits2,3 because they enable on-demand remote entanglement4, coherent 
control of over ten ancillae qubits with minute-long coherence times5 and 
memory-enhanced quantum communication6. A critical next step is to integrate  
large numbers of artificial atoms with photonic architectures to enable large-scale 
quantum information processing systems. So far, these efforts have been stymied by 
qubit inhomogeneities, low device yield and complex device requirements. Here we 
introduce a process for the high-yield heterogeneous integration of ‘quantum 
microchiplets’—diamond waveguide arrays containing highly coherent colour 
centres—on a photonic integrated circuit (PIC). We use this process to realize a 
128-channel, defect-free array of germanium-vacancy and silicon-vacancy colour 
centres in an aluminium nitride PIC. Photoluminescence spectroscopy reveals 
long-term, stable and narrow average optical linewidths of 54 megahertz 
(146 megahertz) for germanium-vacancy (silicon-vacancy) emitters, close  
to the lifetime-limited linewidth of 32 megahertz (93 megahertz). We show that 
inhomogeneities of individual colour centre optical transitions can be compensated 
in situ by integrated tuning over 50 gigahertz without linewidth degradation. The 
ability to assemble large numbers of nearly indistinguishable and tunable artificial 
atoms into phase-stable PICs marks a key step towards multiplexed quantum 
repeaters7,8 and general-purpose quantum processors9–12.

Artificial atom qubits in diamond combine spin clusters with 
minute-scale coherence times5 and efficient spin–photon inter-
faces2, making them attractive for processing and distributing quan-
tum information1,3. In particular, proposed quantum repeaters for 
long-range, high-speed quantum networks will require hundreds or 
more memory qubits1,7, whereas error-corrected quantum comput-
ing may require millions or more9–12. However, a critical barrier to 
large-scale quantum information processing is the low device yield 
of functional qubit systems. Furthermore, although individual spin–
photon interfaces can now achieve excellent performance, the lack 
of active chip-integrated photonic components and wafer-scale, 
single-crystal diamond currently limit the scalability of monolithic 
diamond quantum-information-processing architectures. A promising 
method to alleviate these constraints is heterogeneous integration, 
which is increasingly used in advanced microelectronics to assemble 
separately fabricated subcomponents into a single, multifunctional 
chip. Such hybrid fabrication has also recently been used to integrate 
photonic integrated circuits (PICs) with quantum modules, including 
quantum dot single-photon sources13–15, superconducting nanowire 

single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)16 and nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centre 
diamond waveguides17. However, these demonstrations assembled 
components one by one, which presents a formidable scaling challenge, 
and they did not provide for spectral alignment of artificial atoms. 
Here we introduce a ‘quantum microchiplet’ (QMC) framework that 
greatly improves the yield and accuracy of heterogeneously integrated 
nanoscopic devices. Specifically, this assembly process enables the 
construction of a 128-channel photonic integrated artificial atom chip 
containing diamond quantum emitters with high coupling efficiencies, 
optical coherences near the lifetime limit and tunable optical frequen-
cies to compensate for spectral inhomogeneities on chip.

Figure 1 illustrates the heterogeneous integration process. The mul-
tichip module consists of a waveguide layer in single-crystal aluminium 
nitride (AlN) for low-loss photonics18, microchiplet sockets to optically 
interface with separately fabricated diamond QMCs and electrical 
layers for controlling colour centre transitions. This PIC platform is 
compatible with additional components, such as on-chip electro-optic 
modulators19 and SNSPDs16,20, for photon switching and photon detec-
tion in a quantum photonic chip.
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The large optical transparency of the QMC and PIC materials make 
them compatible with a variety of quantum emitters. Here we consider 
the negatively charged germanium-vacancy (GeV) and silicon-vacancy 
(SiV) centres in diamond with zero-phonon line transitions at 602 nm 
and 737 nm, respectively, because of their stable optical and spin prop-
erties21–25. The process begins with focused ion beam (FIB) implantation 
of Ge+ and Si+ into a 1-μm-pitch square array in a single-crystal diamond 
substrate, followed by high-temperature annealing (Methods). This 

process generates spots of tightly localized GeV centres (depth of 
about 74 nm, vertical straggle of about 12 nm and lateral full-width at 
half-maximum (FWHM) distribution of about 40 nm) and SiV centres 
(about 113 nm, about 19 nm and about 50 nm, respectively), which we 
then located and mapped relative to prefabricated alignment markers 
by photoluminescence microscopy. We fabricated the QMCs over the 
emitter arrays using a combination of electron-beam lithography (EBL) 
and quasi-isotropic etching26,27. Figure 2a shows a scanning electron 
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Fig. 1 | Scalable integration of artificial atoms with photonics. The separate 
fabrication of subcomponents before their final assembly maximizes the yield, 
size and performance of the hybrid emitter–photonics chip. A pick-and-place 

method transfers pre-screened QMCs from their parent diamond chip into a 
socket containing efficient photonic interfaces, as well as electrical wires for 
controlling colour centres.
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Fig. 2 | Fabrication and integration of QMC with integrated photonics.  
a, SEM overview of the parent diamond chip containing over 500 microchiplets 
for heterogeneous integration. b, A 16-channel QMC. c, An 8-channel QMC with 
varying mechanical beam rigidity. d, Photoluminescence map of GeV centres 

(bright spots) in a 16-channel QMC. e, Photoluminescence map of SiV centres 
(bright spots) in a defect-free 8-channel QMC. f, An AlN-on-sapphire integrated 
photonics module that interfaces with the diamond QMC placed in the chiplet 
socket. g, Close-up SEM of the diamond QMC and AlN photonic interfaces.
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microscope (SEM) image of various suspended chiplets containing 
8- or 16-channel waveguide arrays connected by diamond ‘trusses’, as 
seen in the close-up SEM images in Fig. 2b, c and Fig. 2g, respectively. 
Structurally, much larger arrays are fabricable and integrable: we suc-
cessfully transferred QMCs with as many as 64 waveguide compo-
nents (Methods). Despite a misalignment between the FIB mask and 
the QMC patterns, the photoluminescence scans showed that 39% of 
the 8-channel QMCs are ‘defect free’ (that is, they have one or more 
stable colour centre per waveguide) as shown in Fig. 2e (Methods). The 
defect-free yield of the 16-channel QMCs was lower as these are more 
susceptible to misalignment, so we did not use them in this study. With 
improvements in FIB alignment and lithography, as well as targeted 
fabrication over pre-localized single emitters, an even higher yield 
should be possible in future work (Methods).

Figure 2f shows one of 20 micro-chiplet sockets connecting 8 input 
and 8 output waveguide arrays to an 8-channel QMC. We fabricated this 
PIC on a wafer of single-crystal AlN on a sapphire substrate using EBL 
and chlorine reactive ion etching18 (Methods). AlN on sapphire is a suit-
able platform for linear and nonlinear quantum photonics because of its 
large bandgap (about 6.2 eV), high material nonlinearities19,28–30 and low 
narrowband background fluorescence in the spectrum (600–760 nm) 
of GeV and SiV centres18. Using piezo-controlled micromanipulators, 
we transferred QMCs into the microchiplet sockets with a placement 
success rate of 90%. The diamond waveguides (width 340 nm and height 
200 nm) transfer light into the AlN waveguides (width 800 nm and 
height 200 nm) through inverse tapered sections with a simulated 
efficiency of 97% (98%) at a wavelength of 602 nm (737 nm) (Methods). 
The SEM image of an assembled device in Fig. 2g shows a transverse 
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Fig. 3 | Integrated quantum photonics with colour centres. a, Experimental 
setup in a 4-K cryostat showing the input and output optical interfaces (1), (2) 
and (3). b, Energy level and spectrum of a GeV centre, where g, e, Δg and Δe 
denote the ground state, excited state, ground-state splitting and excited-state 
splitting, respectively. Resonant excitation probed transition C, which is the 
brightest and narrowest line. c, Optical image of sixteen QMC-populated 
microchiplet sockets containing GeV or SiV centres. The ‘unsuccessful’ 

modules indicate failed QMC placements. Ch., channel. d, Autocorrelation 
measurements of a single GeV in channel 41 under off-resonant 2-mW, 532-nm 
excitation (left) and under resonant excitation at 602 nm (middle), and 
autocorrelation measurement of a single SiV in channel 65 under resonant 
excitation at 737 nm (right). e, Waveguide-coupled single photons from every 
integrated GeV and SiV channel in the PIC. The error bars indicate fit 
uncertainties at the 1 s.d. level.
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placement error of 38 ± 16 nm. For such typical errors, simulations 
indicate a drop in coupling efficiency by 10% or 0.46 dB. We find that 
the transfer of the QMCs is substantially easier than for individual 
waveguides due to their rigidity and many alignment features. The 
successful transfer of 16 defect-free chiplets results in a 128-channel 
photonically integrated quantum emitter chip, as characterized below.

We performed experiments in a closed-cycle cryostat with a base 
temperature below 4 K, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The optical fibre labelled 
(1) couples pump light (fluorescence) to (from) the QMC via the AlN 
waveguides. A microscope objective also provides optical access to the 
QMC, for example, to a colour centre (optical interface labelled (2)) or a 
scattering site (labelled (3)). Figure 3b shows the energy level and emis-
sion spectrum of a single GeV when pumped through (2) and collected 
through (1). Off-resonant excitation using 532-nm light with off-chip 
pump filtering in this configuration enables the rapid identification 
of single emitters (indicated by a photon intensity autocorrelation 
function g(2)(0) < 0.5). The left panel in Fig. 3d shows a typical pho-
ton antibunching (g(2)(0) = 0.19(7)) from a single GeV centre (channel 
41) pumped near saturation, without background or detector jitter 
correction. Under the resonant excitation at 602 nm of transition C 
(Fig. 3b) of the zero-phonon line (ZPL), the photon purity improves to 
g(2)(0) = 0.06(2) (middle panel in Fig. 3d). Similarly, in channel 65, we 
measured antibunched photons with g(2)(0) = 0.05(3) from a single SiV 
centre under resonant excitation at 737 nm (right panel in Fig. 3d). In all 
128 integrated waveguides, shown in Fig. 3c, we identified single GeV 

and SiV emitters using top excitation (through (2)) and fibre-coupled 
waveguide collection (through (1)). Their photon statistics are sum-
marized in Fig. 3e.

Next we investigated the optical coherence of a GeV centre using 
all-fibre spectroscopy. Figure 4a shows the photoluminescence excita-
tion (PLE) spectrum of the channel-41 GeV as we scanned a resonant 
laser across its ZPL (transition C) with both excitation and detection 
through the fibre interface (1). Despite the presence of another emitter 
spectrally detuned by 50 GHz in the same waveguide, resonant excita-
tion allows the selective addressing and readout of single emitters. 
The measured linewidth of Γ = Γ0 + 2Γd = 37(3) ΜΗz (values in paren-
theses indicates one standard deviation throughout this work), where 
Γd is the pure dephasing rate of the emitter, is near the lifetime limit 
Γ0 = 1/2πτ = 24(2) MHz, as obtained from the excited-state lifetime τ 
(Methods).

The PIC geometry also enables the direct detection of ZPL resonance 
fluorescence without any spectral, temporal or polarization filter-
ing, even under resonant excitation. Figure 4b shows the resonance 
fluorescence obtained for top excitation (through (2)) and waveguide 
collection without filtering in the detection via (1). By polarizing the 
pump electric field along the waveguide axis to minimize excitation of 
the transverse electric waveguide mode, this cross-excitation/detection 
configuration achieves a ZPL intensity 18 dB above the background, 
comparable to free-space diamond entanglement experiments using 
cross-polarization and time-gated detection31.
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Fig. 4 | Defect-free arrays of optically coherent and efficient 
waveguide-coupled emitters. a, PLE spectrum (FWHM linewidth 
Γ = 37(3) ΜΗz, indicated by the arrows) of a single GeV in channel 41 with all-fibre 
excitation and detection of the phonon sideband (PSB) fluorescence routed 
on-chip via (1). b, Excitation via (2) and fluorescence detection via (1). This 
geometry allows GeV resonance fluorescence detection at least 18 dB above 
background, without spectral, temporal or polarization filtering. c, In 
transmission, a single GeV centre causes coherent extinction of ΔΤ/Τ = 38(9)% 

(orange curve, Γ = 35(15) MHz). The red curve shows the PLE spectrum 
(Γ = 40(5) MHz). d, PLE spectra of GeV centres in each waveguide (WG) of a 
characteristic 8-channel GeV QMC, with a mean ± standard deviation linewidth 
of Γ = 54 ± 24 MHz. e, PLE spectra of SiVs in an 8-channel SiV QMC, with 
Γ = 146 ± 20 MHz. We interpret the two lines in channel 69 as PLE spectra from 
two distinct SiV centres (g(2)(0) = 0.69(7) under off-resonant excitation, not 
shown).
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According to finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, an 
ideal emitter in the optimal configuration has a spontaneous emission 
coupling efficiency of β = 0.8 into the diamond waveguide. Experimen-
tally, we measured this efficiency by measuring the transmission of a 
laser field through a single GeV centre (Fig. 4c). By injecting a laser field 
through (3) and monitoring the transmission T via (1), we observed an 
extinction of 1 − T = 0.38(9) when on resonance with the GeV centre. This 
extinction places a lower bound of the emitter-waveguide cooperativity 
at C = 0.27(10) and β = 0.21(6). By accounting for residual line broaden-
ing and for the ZPL emission fraction (about 0.6), the dipole-waveguide 
coupling efficiency is at least 0.55(18); see Methods for other factors 
that reduce β.

The excellent coherence of the GeV centre in channel 41 is not unique. 
Figure 4d reports the linewidths of every channel in a characteristic 
8-channel GeV diamond chiplet, all measured through the on-chip 
routing of fluorescence into an optical fibre. We find a mean ± standard 
deviation normalized linewidth of Γ/Γ0 = 1.7 ± 0.7, with GeV channels 41, 
45 and 48 exhibiting lifetime-limited values of 1.0(2), 0.9(1) and 1.0(2), 
respectively. From these measurements, we also obtained the inhomo-
geneous ZPL transition frequency distribution of 85 GHz. In these PLE 
measurements, we averaged each spectrum over about 5 min (5,000 
experiments), demonstrating the emitters’ long-term stability after 
heterogeneous integration. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 4e, we also find 
uniformly narrow lines from SiV centres across a QMC, with linewidths 
within a factor of Γ/Γ0 = 1.6 ± 0.2 from SiV centres in bulk diamond32, and 
with an inhomogeneous frequency distribution of 30 GHz.

To overcome the inhomogeneous spread in transition frequencies, 
we implemented a strain-tuning scheme using the electrical layers in 
our PIC. The fabricated device (Fig. 5a, b) uses a QMC that consists of 
waveguides with different lengths and beam rigidities (Extended Data 
Fig. 5). Strain is applied by a capacitive actuator consisting of one gold 
electrode (Au 1) on the QMC layer, separated transversely by 1.5 μm from 
a gold ground plane (Au 2) on the sapphire substrate. A bias voltage 
deforms the waveguide so the associated strain modifies the orbital 
structures and the optical transitions of embedded colour centres33–35. 
This device geometry enables tuning ranges up to 100 GHz, which is 
larger than the inhomogeneous distribution and only limited by stiction 
between the QMC and the substrate (Methods). Owing to differences in 
dipole positions and orientations, we can spectrally overlap the optical 
transitions of, for example, emitters 1A and 1B in one waveguide at a bias 
of 24.5 V, as shown in Fig. 5c. Alternatively, they can also be selectively 
aligned with that of emitter 2, initially detuned by about 10 GHz in 
another waveguide channel, at distinct voltages. During strain tuning, 
we did not observe degradation in the linewidths in PLE scans lasting 
3 min (Extended Data Fig. 8); this long-term stability remained within 
150 MHz over 3 h of continuous measurement without feedback and 
unchanged up to a tuning of about 6.8 GHz (Extended Data Fig. 9).

Although not demonstrated here, an array of electrodes could 
provide closed-loop tuning35 on each waveguide-coupled emitter 

to generate indistinguishable photons for Hong–Ou–Mandel inter-
ference36 using on-chip beamsplitters. On the basis of the emitter 
linewidths measured here over minutes without feedback, we estimate 
high-visibility interference of 0.9(0.8) for stable GeV (SiV) emitters such 
as those in channel 41 (69) and a visibility of 0.58 ± 0.24 (0.63 ± 0.07) 
when averaging over all emitters in Fig. 4d, e. The optical coherence and 
photon indistinguishability, which is critical for entangling operations, 
can be improved, for example, through the Purcell effect by coupling 
to photonic cavities37.

The large-scale integration of artificial atoms with photonics 
extends to a wide range of nanophotonic devices, in particular, 
high-quality-factor diamond photonic crystal cavities26,27,38 and other 
optically active spins2 such as NV centres17,31, emerging diamond 
group-IV quantum memories39, quantum dots40 and rare-earth ion 
dopants41,42. The advances reported in this work should therefore 
encourage further integration of photonic and electronic components 
for large-scale quantum-information-processing applications such as 
multiplexed quantum repeaters or modular quantum computers based 
on solid-state spins7–12,31,43. Key components have already been individu-
ally demonstrated, including photonic switch arrays and beamsplitter 
meshes44–46 for reconfigurable qubit connectivity and heralded spin 
entanglement, AlN-based high-speed electro-optic modulators19 and 
SNSPDs20, and custom complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor 
electronics47,48 for colour centre spin control and low-latency process-
ing. As PIC applications ranging from optical communications49 to 
phased-array light detection and ranging50 to machine learning acceler-
ators44 are pushing systems beyond thousands of optical components, 
the high-yield integration with arrays of high-quality artificial atoms 
provides a basis to extend these scaling gains to quantum information 
processing with spins and photons.
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Methods

Ion implantation
Extended Data Fig. 1 summarizes the fabrication and integration pro-
cesses. First, we relieved the strained surface of the single-crystal dia-
mond plate (Element6) by plasma etching the first 10 μm of diamond 
in Ar/Cl2, followed by another 5 μm etching in pure oxygen plasma. We 
used an FIB51 tool at the Ion Beam Laboratory (Sandia National Labo-
ratories) to implant Ge ions (spot size of about 35 nm × 43 nm) and Si 
ions (spot size of about 50 nm × 45 nm) at an effective areal dose of 2 × 
1011–6 × 1011 ions per cm2 and 4.5 × 1011–9 × 1011 ions per cm2, respectively. 
The Ge (Si) ion energy is 200 keV (170 keV), which corresponds to an 
implantation depth of 74 ± 12 nm (113 ± 19 nm) from stopping and range 
of ions in matter (SRIM) simulations52. After implantation, we annealed 
the devices at 1,200 °C in an ultrahigh vacuum furnace. Finally, we 
cleaned the diamond in a boiling mixture of 1:1:1 sulfuric acid, nitric 
acid and perchloric acid.

Conversion yield of GeV and SiV centres
We analysed the conversion yields of GeV and SiV centres by count-
ing the absence of fluorescent spots in our implantation region (1-μm 
pitch, square grid) using photoluminescence microscopy. A Poisson 
distribution P(k), with mean number of colour centres λ and number of 
observed emitters per spot k, models the stochastic emitter creation 
process. From the mean λ = −log(P(0)) and our implantation dose, we 
estimate the conversion yield of GeV (SiV) centres to be about 1.9% 
(3.2%).

Registration of emitters using optical localization
We located and mapped the fabricated quantum emitters relative to 
prefabricated alignment markers using a wide-field and confocal scan-
ning microscope as shown previously53. To demonstrate the microchip-
let principle in this study, we registered the qubit grid, rather than each 
emitter’s location. In particular, we determined the global displacement 
of the emitter grid from the implantation process and used this offset 
in our subsequent electron-beam lithography of QMCs. We anticipate 
that the targeted placement of devices over pre-localized emitters53–57 
will increase the yield of emitter-coupled QMCs. Such approaches may 
also be critical for reducing the proximity of nanofabricated surfaces 
to emitters and for coupling to photonic crystal nanocavities.

Quantum microchiplet fabrication
After ion implantation and optical registration, we used a quasi-isotropic 
diamond etching recipe26,27 to fabricate suspended QMCs. In par-
ticular, we deposited 180 nm of silicon nitride (SiN) hard mask using 
plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition. We patterned the SiN 
hard mask using a ZEP-520A electron-beam resist with ESpacer conduc-
tive polymer and CF4 reactive-ion etching. Subsequently, we used induc-
tively coupled reactive-ion etching to transfer the pattern from SiN 
into the diamond layer. Following oxygen etching of the diamond, we 
deposited 15 nm of conformal alumina via atomic layer deposition. After 
a brief breakthrough etch of alumina, we etched the chip in zero-bias 
oxygen plasma to isotropically undercut the diamond QMCs. Finally, 
we removed the SiN and alumina masks in hydrofluoric acid. We again 
annealed the device at 1,200 °C using the above ultrahigh-vacuum, 
high-temperature annealing recipe, followed by a clean in a boiling 
mixture of 1:1:1 sulfuric acid, nitric acid and perchloric acid.

AlN photonics
AlN is a large-bandgap material (about 6.2 eV) that is suitable for linear 
optics, nonlinear optics and optomechanics, with an electro-optic 
coefficient of r33 = 1 pm V−1 (ref. 19), second-order optical nonlinear sus-
ceptibility of χ(2) = 4.7 pm V−1 (ref. 29), a third-order optical nonlinearity 
(Kerr) coefficient of n2 ≈ 2.5 × 10−15 cm2 W−1 (ref. 30) and a piezoelectric 
coefficient of d33 ≈ 5 pm V−1 (ref. 28). Here we used a wafer of 200-nm-thick 

single-crystal AlN on a sapphire substrate (MSE Supplies, grown by 
hydride vapour phase epitaxy). Before processing of the AlN PIC, we 
patterned gold alignment markers to use for alignment between the 
photonic layer and the metal layers for strain tuning. We defined the 
AlN photonic circuitry using EBL (ZEP-520A electron-beam resist and 
ESpacer conductive polymer) and chlorine-based inductively coupled 
plasma reactive-ion etching)18. Then, S1813 photoresist served as a 
protective layer for mechanical edge polishing. We then diced the chip 
using an automatic dicing saw (DISCO DAD-3240). We polished the 
chip to produce optical-grade facets for edge coupling (Allied Multi-
Prep Polishing System 8). Finally, sonication in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone 
removed the S1813 protective layer and debris caused by dicing and 
mechanical polishing.

Metal layers
The fabrication of the metal electrodes and contact pads on top of the 
PIC substrate immediately followed the patterning of the thin-film AlN 
and preceded the chip dicing and edge polishing. The PIC substrate 
metal layer was defined by lift-off of 50-nm Au on top of 5-nm Ti using a 
single layer of A6 950K poly(methyl methacrylate) electron-beam resist 
(450 nm thick), which was aligned relative to the AlN PIC with metal 
alignment markers. Then, the fabrication of the AlN photonic circuitry 
proceeded to dicing and polishing, followed by integration of the QMC. 
After pick-and-place transfer of the QMC to the microchiplet socket, 
we used a targeted electron-beam metal deposition process to place 
platinum on the periphery of the QMC for electrical connection (FEI 
Helios NanoLab 600 DualBeam). This process also locked the QMC into 
place before resist spin-coating. Finally, we defined the metal electrode 
layer on top of the QMC by lift-off of 15-nm Au on 5-nm Ti using a single 
layer of A11 950K poly(methyl methacrylate) (2 μm thick).

Yield of defect-free microchiplets
Using photoluminescence spectroscopy, we investigated the occur-
rence of defect-free 8-channel QMCs, as summarized in Extended Data 
Fig. 2. From this histogram, we estimate the probability of creating 
defect-free QMCs to be 39%. We note that this success probability 
depends on a variety of factors, including the alignment accuracy of 
the FIB implantation, the relative calibration between EBL and FIB, as 
well as the optical registration process. By deterministically placing 
each element of the QMC over pre-localized emitters, it should be pos-
sible to boost the yield towards unity, allowing hundreds or thousands 
of quantum channels per chiplet.

Pick-and-place transfer process
We used piezo-controlled three-axis and rotation stages to align the 
QMC with the PIC17. In addition to the AlN waveguides, the QMC also 
rests on top of multiple small AlN pedestals to prevent bowing of the dia-
mond structures and stiction with the underlying sapphire substrate. 
In the case of an inaccurate placement, both the QMC and socket can 
be reused simply by picking the QMC and re-attempting the placement 
process. Experimentally, we have transferred a variety of arrays, ranging 
from single-channel devices all the way to 64-channel QMCs. We expect 
computer-controlled placement and self-alignment locking features to 
improve the transfer rate and to potentially fully automate the process.

Experimental setup
We used a closed-cycle helium cryostat with a base temperature of 4 K 
(Montana Instruments) with a top-access microscope objective (Mitu-
toyo 100× ULWD, numerical aperture (NA) of 0.55). We used three-axis 
nanoposition steppers (Attocube ANP-x,z-50) and scanners (Attocube 
ANS-x,z-50) for edge coupling of optical fibres (lensed fibre with a 
spot size of 0.8 μm at 633 nm or a Nufern UHNA3 fibre) to the PIC. For 
photoluminescence (PLE) spectroscopy, we filtered the fibre-coupled 
fluorescence in free space using bandpass filters—Semrock FF01-
605/15 (FF01-647/57) for GeV centres and FF01-740/13 (FF01-775/46) 



for SiV centres. We off-resonantly pumped GeV (SiV) using 532-nm 
(660-nm) lasers. Resonant excitation was achieved using a tunable laser 
(MSquared SolsTiS with an external mixing module). For PLE, we used 
acousto-optic modulators to excite GeV centres with a resonant pulse 
and an optional 532-nm charge repump pulse. For SiV centre experi-
ments, we did not gate the resonant and repump optical pulses. In the 
resonance fluorescence detection experiment (Fig. 4b), we placed a 
half-wave plate before channel 2 to minimize laser coupling into the 
waveguide mode. To measure the excited-state lifetime of single emit-
ters, we used time-correlated single-photon counting (PicoHarp 300) 
and a pulsed laser source (SuperK, filtered to 532 ± 20 nm). We fitted 
the lifetime curves of the emitters in Fig. 4d with biexponential terms 
to account for fast decay and the slower fluorescence decay time con-
stant. For strain-tuning experiments, we used a programmable voltage 
source (Keithley 2400) and observed negligible leakage currents (less 
than 0.2 nA) for all applied voltages in this experiment (up to 35 V).

Spontaneous emission β-factor and dipole coupling with the 
waveguide mode
The extinction in the resonant transmission spectrum arises from the 
interference between the scattered and incoming optical fields, and 
its depth depends on the dipole-waveguide coupling β = Γwg/(Γwg + Γ′), 
where Γwg is the emission rate into the waveguide mode and Γ′ the decay 
rate into all other channels. For the measurement in Fig. 4c, we first 
characterized the saturation response of the emitter when excited via 
(3). At the low-excitation limit, the cooperativity C can be extracted 
from T ≈ (1 − β)2 = (1 + C)−2. By also accounting for line broadening of 

2Γd/Γ0 = 0.33(14), we determined β via58 T = 1 −
β β
Γ Γ S

( − 2)
(1 + 2 / )(1 + )d

, which 

reduces to the usual expression59 T ≈ (1 − β)2 in the absence of broaden-
ing and far from saturation S ≪ 1. In this experiment, we operated at 
S ≈ 10−2 and all errors denote the fit or propagated uncertainties. The 
discrepancy of the experimental β = 0.21(6) (0.55(18) after correcting 
for broadening and a ZPL branching ratio of 0.6) with the simulated 
β = 0.8 using the three-dimensional (3D) FDTD method (Lumerical) 
arises from three possible sources: (1) angular and positional misalign-
ment of the dipole in the waveguide; (2) a finite population in the upper 
ground state and emission into transition D; and (3) possible 
non-radiative processes.

Diamond–PIC coupling
Extended Data Fig. 3a, b shows the normalized electric |E| field of 
602-nm (737-nm)-wavelength transverse electric light coupling from 
the diamond waveguide (340 nm × 200 nm) to the bottom AlN wave-
guide (800 nm × 200 nm), calculated using the 3D FDTD method. 
The light transfers adiabatically via tapered sections in the diamond 
waveguide and AlN waveguide. Here the coupling region is 9 μm long, 
with a diamond taper length of 8 μm and AlN taper length of 5 μm. 
The top insets show 2D transverse cross-sections of the light propa-
gation. The cross-sections at y = −10 μm and y = 1 μm correspond to 
the fundamental transverse electric mode of the diamond waveguide 
and AlN-on-sapphire waveguide, respectively. The cross section at 
y = −5 μm (y = −6 μm) is the point where half of the light launched from 
the diamond waveguide is transferred to the AlN waveguide at 602-nm 
(737-nm) wavelength. The light from the diamond waveguide couples to 
the AlN waveguide with 97% (98%) efficiency at these wavelengths, with 
all of the light coupling preferentially to the AlN fundamental transverse 
electric mode and negligible coupling to higher-order modes. This 
optimized device geometry was determined by optimizing for the 
coupling efficiency from the fundamental transverse electric mode of 
the diamond waveguide to the fundamental transverse electric mode of 
the AlN while sweeping the diamond taper length, the AlN taper length, 
and the overlap region between the diamond and AlN waveguides. In 
Fig. 2g, we showed a typical transverse placement error of 38 ± 16 nm 
for our transfer placement of the QMC to the microchiplet socket; in 

simulation, this displacement corresponds to a decrease of the coupling 
efficiency to 93% (89%) at 602-nm (737-nm) wavelength. Hence, we 
have a 0.46-dB tolerance in the coupling efficiency within our transfer 
placement accuracy. By directly measuring the PIC–diamond–PIC 
transmission efficiency, we found the interlayer coupling efficiency to 
be greater than 34%, which was lower than simulations probably due 
to scattering at the interfaces and the QMC cross-junctions.

PIC–fibre coupling
We couple laser and photoluminescence to and from AlN-on-sapphire 
waveguides using lensed fibres (Nanonics Imaging, SM-630 with 
spot size 0.8 ± 0.3 μm and working distance 4 ± 1 μm) for cryostat 
experiments and ultrahigh NA fibres (UNHA3) for room-temperature 
experiments. Under our single-mode operation at 602–737 nm, the 
in-coupling efficiency is the same as the out-coupling efficiency of 
AlN waveguide to lensed fibre, which we find to be 51–57% using the 
3D FDTD method. In practice, the PIC–fibre coupling efficiency, which 
we find to be about 11% in our devices, is sensitive to the edge coupler 
polishing quality. For the high-NA fibre, which is multimode at our 
wavelengths of interest, we find the numerical out-coupling efficiency 
to the fundamental fibre mode to be 25% (34%) at 602 nm (737 nm); 
there is also 1% (3%) coupling into higher-order modes.

System efficiency η
Extended Data Fig. 4a shows the response from an idealized emitter 
system, fitted to F = FsatP/(Psat + P) + cP, where P is the continuous-wave 
532-nm excitation pump power, cP is the linear background, Psat = 1.2 mW 
is the saturation power, F is the measured ZPL fluorescence at the detec-
tor and Fsat = 1.11 megacounts per second (Mcps). Extended Data Table 1 
shows an average saturated count rate of 0.64 ± 0.36 Mcps from an 
array of GeV waveguides in a QMC. To independently measure the sys-
tem efficiency at the detector, ηsystem, we used a pulsed source (SuperK 
Extreme, 532 ± 20 nm) with a repetition rate of 26 MHz. From the satura-
tion response (Extended Data Fig. 4b), we determined Fsat = 0.25 Mcps 
and ηsystem = 0.72%. This experimentally determined efficiency is within 
a factor of five from the independently calculated ηsystem = 0.5βηPICηfibr

eηsetup ≈ 2.6%, where (β, ηPIC, ηfibre, ηsetup) ≈ (0.55, 0.34, 0.33, 0.58) are the 
dipole-waveguide, diamond–PIC coupling, PIC–fibre coupling and 
external setup detection efficiencies, respectively. Here the factor of 
0.5 accounts for the present configuration in which we collected the 
photon emission in one direction only. In these saturation experiments 
at room temperature, we used a lensed fibre with 2.5-μm spot size at 
1,550 nm, which we find to have ηfibre ≈ 33%. We attribute the discrep-
ancy to the non-unity radiative quantum efficiency of the emitter and 
deviations in β, ηPIC and ηfibre from independent measurements based on 
another device. In the next subsection, we outline methods to improve 
the system efficiency.

Improving the system efficiency
In our experiments, the uncladded microchip enables the hetero-
geneous integration of QMC but the mode mismatch between the 
AlN-on-sapphire waveguide and the lensed (high NA) fibre causes at 
least 3 dB (5 dB) insertion losses as characterized above. It is possible 
to improve the mode overlap by cladding the microchip with alumina 
or with materials with similar refractive indices as the underlying sap-
phire18. In such a scheme, we would taper down the AlN waveguides at 
the chip facet to better mode-match with the lensed fibre. Our cladded 
edge coupler design can substantially improve the coupling from the 
AlN waveguide to the lensed fibre to be 84% (84%) at 602 nm (737 nm), as 
well as improve the coupling to high NA fibre to be 89% (91%) at 602 nm 
(737 nm), using the present AlN-on-sapphire material and film thick-
ness. In this design, we matched the mode field diameters and reduced 
the effective refractive index mismatch between the fundamental trans-
verse electric modes at AlN edge coupler facet and the lensed (high 
NA) fibre focus spot (facet). Owing to the index mismatch, the light 
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coupling is limited by Fresnel reflections at the waveguide facet, which 
can be reduced using an index-matching environment. Finally, on-chip 
reflectors in diamond can increase the photon collection efficiency by 
a factor of two, and photonic crystal cavities can boost the emission 
into the waveguide mode.

Strain tuning scheme of QMC on PIC
We introduced different optical responses to our emitter QMC by 
changing the length of their constituent waveguides. Here we used 
waveguides of length 20 μm (type I) and length 15 μm (type II). To be 
compatible with the QMC framework, we included a flexible bridge 
between type II waveguides and the QMC body (Extended Data Fig. 5a, 
Fig. 5a). Extended Data Fig. 5b confirms the difference in strain response 
at 30 V (modelled using COMSOL Multiphysics) between type I and 
type II waveguides.

Response of optical transitions to strain
We consider single GeV centres (emitter 1A, emitter 1B, emitter 2) indi-
cated in Extended Data Fig. 5a, Fig. 5a, b. Extended Data Fig. 6 plots the 
spectral response of the optical transition lines up to an applied voltage 
of 30 V. From the increasing line splitting of the orbital ground states Δg, 
that is, between lines C and D (as well as A and B), we find that emitter 1B 
is a dipole whose axis lies in the transverse plane33,34,60 of the waveguide. 
On the basis of the unidirectional shift of all four lines, emitters 1A and 
2 are dipoles oriented in the longitudinal cross-sectional plane of the 
waveguide33,34,60. In particular, the global blueshift of the lines of emitter 
1A indicates that it resides in a region with compressive strain (that is, 
below the neutral axis of the mechanical beam). Conversely, the opti-
cal lines of emitter 2 redshifts with applied voltage, indicating that it 
resides in a region with tensile strain, which is located above the neutral 
axis of the waveguide. Extended Data Fig. 7 shows the robustness of the 
strain-tuning mechanism as we repeatedly applied voltages from 10 V 
to 26 V. Above 30 V, we see over 100 GHz of tuning of the two brightest 
transitions C and D for emitters 1A and 2; however, we note that in this 
regime there was hysteresis possibly due to stiction with the underlying 
gold and substrate about 150 nm and 200 nm away, respectively. Never-
theless, for the purpose here, we were able to spectrally overlap any pair 
of the three emitters with less than 25 V. Revised electrode, QMC and/or 
PIC designs in future microchips should be able to extend the spectral 
shift of individually tunable waveguides. We note that the small ‘pull 
in’ voltage in our experiment appears earlier than it does in simulation 
(over 250 V)—possibly due to the surface conductivity of diamond60,61.

Stability of optical transitions
We investigated the optical stability of an emitter during spectral tuning 
via strain. Here we monitored a GeV in another chiplet with an identical 
electrode configuration (the earlier device used for Fig. 5 and Extended 
Data Figs. 5–7 was no longer available due to an accident). Extended Data 
Fig. 8 shows the centre frequency shift (bottom) of the ZPL transition 
and its linewidth (top) as a function of voltage. In these PLE linescans 
under strain, we averaged each spectrum over 2,000 experiments (about 
3 min) and did not observe substantial degradation in the linewidth. 
We then tracked the ZPL at various voltage biases under repeated PLE 
measurements over 3 h. Extended Data Fig. 9 shows the long-term 
ZPL stability to within 150 MHz for spectral tuning up to 6.8 GHz. At 
higher tuning ranges, the linewidths were unchanged but there was an 
increase in spectral diffusion of the centre frequency, probably due to 
an induced permanent dipole moment that increased susceptibility to 
charge fluctuations60,62. Nevertheless, at a tuning of 20 GHz, the FWHM 
of the inhomogeneous distribution remained under 250 MHz, which is 
within a factor of four of the initial linewidths of about 60 MHz.

Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analysed during the current study 
are available from the corresponding author on reasonable request. The 
data that support the findings of this study are also openly available in 
figshare at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.11874291.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Flowchart for large-scale heterogeneous integration. See main text and methods for process descriptions.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Histogram of number of emitter-coupled waveguides within a QMC. The red coloured bar corresponds to the defect-free 8-channel 
QMCs that were suitable for integration. The orange coloured bars correspond to the QMCs that we did not use in this work.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | FDTD simulation showing propagation of light from the diamond waveguide into the AlN waveguide. a, For a 602-nm wavelength 
(corresponding to the GeV colour centre ZPL). b, For a 737-nm wavelength (corresponding to the SiV colour centre ZPL).
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Saturation response of a single GeV centre. a, Continuous-wave 532-nm laser excitation b, Pulsed laser excitation at 532 nm with a 
repetition rate of 26 MHz.



Extended Data Fig. 5 | Scheme for strain-tuning emitters in a PIC platform. 
a, SEM image of type I and type II waveguides considered in this experiment. b, 
Strain distribution along the waveguides and emitters considered in the main 

text (Fig. 5). Horizontal error bars indicate the lateral uncertainty in the 
position of emitters and vertical error bars indicate the ion implantation 
straggle.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Spectral shift of GeV centres in response to strain fields. a–c, Strain response of emitter 1A (a), emitter 1B (b) and emitter 2 (c).



Extended Data Fig. 7 | Spectral shifts for the brightest transitions. Reproducible spectral shifts between 10 V and 26 V for the two brightest transitions C and D 
for emitter 2.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | Optical properties during strain tuning. Top: PLE linewidths as a function of voltage. Bottom: corresponding frequency shift, Δν, of the 
ZPL transition.



Extended Data Fig. 9 | Stability of the ZPL transition frequency during strain tuning. Each time slice corresponds to a single PLE linewidth measurement 
averaged over 2,000 experiments (about 3 min).
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Extended Data Table 1 | Saturated count rates from single GeV centres in a QMC
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